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Agricultural alchemy's no lemon in Newport
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Recommend Be the first of your friends to recommend this.

TURNING silverbeet into lemons or roses into eggs might seem impossible but a new project in
Newport could do just that.

Backyard fruit and vegie growers can now swap and share their urban harvest with other gardeners at
a monthly meet at Newport Lakes park.

The Newport Fruit and Vegie swap has been initiated by local community group Transition Hobsons
Bay: a collective of local people who want to live a sustainable future. Rowena Joske of Altona North,
who helped organise the event, said it worked by swappers bringing their produce, putting it on a
common table and then exchanging it for other produce on the table.

“It’s pretty casual and no money changes hands,” Ms Joske said. “It’s up to the swapper to decide what
is fair. “You can swap your produce for whatever you need.

“You could turn your extra silverbeet into lemons, broad beans into rhubarb, or roses into eggs.

“Hopefully you’ll also pick up some gardening tips from other friendly urban harvesters too,” Ms Joske
said.

Kate Leslie from Transition Hobsons Bay hopes the fruit and vegie swap meet will inspire people to
grow more food at home.

“Most of us can grow some vegetables, a fruit tree or even just some herbs at home,” Ms Leslie said.
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“It’s an easy way to save some money and have a positive impact on the environment.”

Ms Leslie said the group hoped that one day growing fruit and vegetables would be more common and
there would be urban harvest swaps in every neighbourhood around Hobsons Bay.

The swap will be held on the third Sunday of every month from 10.30am until 11.30am at Newport
Lakes at the undercover barbecue area, off Mason St, Newport.

The next swap is on November 21.

For more details about fruit and vegetable swaps, click on transitionhb.groupsite.com

All times AEST
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